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Abstract-Adaptive e-learning systems are created to facilitate the
learning process. These systems are able to suggest the student
the most suitable pedagogical strategy and to extract the
information and characteristics of the learners. A multi-agent
system is a collection of organized and independent agents that
communicate with each other to resolve a problem or complete a
well-defined objective. These agents are always in communication
and they can be homogeneous or heterogeneous and may or may
not have common objectives. The application of the multi-agent
approach in adaptive e-learning systems can enhance the
learning process quality by customizing the contents to students’
needs. The agents in these systems collaborate to provide a
personalized learning experience. In this paper, a design of an
adaptative e-learning system based on a multi-agent approach
and reinforcement learning is presented. The main objective of
this system is the recommendation to the students of a learning
path that meets their characteristics and preferences using the Qlearning algorithm. The proposed system is focused on three
principal characteristics, the learning style according to the
Felder-Silverman learning style model, the knowledge level, and
the student's possible disabilities. Three types of disabilities were
taken into account, namely hearing impairments, visual
impairments, and dyslexia. The system will be able to provide the
students with a sequence of learning objects that matches their
profiles for a personalized learning experience.
Keywords-adaptative e-learning system; knowledge level;
learning path recommendation; learning styles; multi-agent; Qlearning; reinforcement learning; students’ disabilities

I.
INTRODUCTION
Intelligent tutoring systems offer enable students to get
educational resources that satisfy their requirements or interests
[1]. Most of the methods applied for adaptation are based on
the individual characteristics of the learner in order to produce
personalized learning content. The most used characters and
preferences in adaptive e-learning environments are knowledge

level and learning style [2]. The best known and most used is
the Felder-Silverman Learning Style Model (FSLSM) [3]. This
model is based on eight dimensions, each one containing two
categories [4]. Authors in [5] conducted a comparative study
and analyzed the existing e-learning systems that use the multiagent approach. The conclusion was that none of the studied
systems is open source and they all lack in including all the
desired
characteristics
(collaborativeness,
flexibility,
adaptability, interactivity, and security) in the same system.
Authors in [6] proposed a model and architecture for
developing a personalized multi-agent e-learning system.
Authors in [7] developed a model of an intelligent learning
system based on an agent approach. This model is inspired by
intelligent tutoring to present adaptability to distributed virtual
learning environments. In addition of using multi-agent, the
application of machine learning techniques can also improve elearning systems and make them more and more intelligent [8].
Reinforcement learning, as a field of machine learning, can
help students to obtain appropriate teaching materials from the
learning process. Authors in [9] give a technique based on
reinforcement learning, more specifically the Q-learning
algorithm, to produce an adaptive system that matches the
needs of each student. Authors in [10] suggest an online
learning method based on reinforcement learning that can deal
with complex environments. The used algorithm, chooses
suitable learning objects to recommend to a given student.
The literature review showed a lack in the development of
e-learning solutions that respond to various characteristics of
students. Most systems take into account one or two
characteristics of learners and students' disabilities are little
considerate in these solutions. We have tried to propose a
system that takes into consideration the learning styles,
knowledge level, and disabilities of the students by applying
the multi-agent approach and reinforcement learning to provide
an intelligent and adaptive e-learning system. This system will
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be able to generate the learning path to each student based on
individual needs and preferences.
In this paper, a design of an adaptive e-learning system
based on a multi-agent approach and reinforcement learning is
presented. The system will be able to recommend a learning
path to students based on their learning style, knowledge level,
and disabilities. Three types of disabilities were taken into
consideration, namely hearing impairment, visual impairment,
and dyslexia. The application of multi-agent approach and
reinforcement learning will increase system performance and
make the process of adaptation more flexible and provide the
underlying power of the proposed model.
II. THE PROPOSED ADAPTIVE E -LEARNING SYSTEM
The proposed adaptive e-learning system aims to
recommend a personalized, useful, and interesting learning
resource based on students' characteristics and preferences. The
principal components used in this system are the Learner
Model, the Content Model, and the Adaptation Model. These
components interact with each other to provide a customized
adaptation of the system according to the Learner Model,
which gathers all the information about the student, and the
Content Model, which describes the learning resources and
their structure. This system will try to choose the most suitable
content structure for each student, taking into consideration
his/her learning style, knowledge level, and disabilities.
A. Content Model
The content model contains the learning resources
structured in a way that facilitates the process of adaptation
when using intelligent e-learning systems. The adopted model
consists of four layers represented as a hierarchical network of
four levels: Course, Chapter, Learning Unit, and Learning
Object (LO) as shown in Figure I 1.
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knowledge level. The fourth layer contains the LOs that are
associated with the learning unit. The learning object represents
the smallest element of the proposed decomposition. Each
element of the given structure should be well indexed for the
next goal of searching and reusing the learning material. For
that reason, all of the elements in the designed structure can
also add metadata, which is information about the component
itself. These metadata can include the title, author, education
level, level of difficulties, interactivity level and type, etc. By
applying metadata, learning material searching and recognizing
becomes easier since it can contain various information that
can be used as an identity for a certain LO. In the context of the
defined ontology methods, Table I reviews the metadata that
can be used for each element described in Figure 1.
TABLE I.
*

Component
Course

Chapter
Learning Unit
LOs

COURSE COMPONENT METADATA

Metadata*
name, dificulty level, course description, course
language, course duration
name, chapter level, prerequisite, chapter description
name, goal, prerequisite, unit level,
ID-LO, name, author, creation date, prerequisite, last
modified, difficulty level, keyword, level of
interactivity, disabily type, format type, relation type

B. Learner Model
Adaptive systems typically use different user data
depending on the purpose of the adaptation. In our approach,
the user is a student, so the system should be able to customize
the learning experience according to the needs of the students.
Since there is a wide range of learner characteristics that can be
used in the Learner Model, the selection of the appropriate
characteristics is necessary. A Learner Model is considered
complete if it includes learning history, learner progress in the
current learning element, learning style, and other types of
learner information [11]. The model we used in the proposed
system is based on five dimensions:
• General personal information like name, age, gender, etc.
generally remains static throughout the use of the system.
• Personal preferences like the preferred domain, language
and media type.

Fig. 1.

Course organization.

The "Course" layer is located at the top of the network and
represents the root of the content model structure. In this
context, the course is composed of a series of chapters
corresponding to the different teaching concepts on a particular
topic. Below the course root, there are some "Chapters", each
of which deals exclusively with a particular element of the
course. The third layer, the "Learning Unit" layer, contains the
different learning units that deal with a part of the course
(chapter), this learning unit at a level that is classified primarily
as beginner, intermediate or advanced, each category
determines its importance to the learner according to the
www.etasr.com

• The disability dimension is represented by three types of
disabilities, namely hearing impairment, visual impairment,
and dyslexia. These disabilities are described with a degree
which refers to the gravity of the disabilities and it takes as
values: Low, Medium, and Severe.
• Learning styles are defined according to the FelderSilverman model [4].
• Information on personal learning status, which brings
together the knowledge level, history, and learning
objectives to generate a customize adaptation. This type of
information will be constantly updated during the learning
process.
Figure 2 describes the ontology used to define these
dimensions. The learner profile explains how the learner learns
best. It is the standard representation of learners' data that can
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be collected in two ways: directly from the student or by
analyzing his performance through a learning management
system [11]. In the first interaction of the learner with the
system and after the provision of personal information and type
of disability, the learner takes the ILS questionnaire to identify
the learning style according to FSLSM [12]. Then, and after
he/she chooses the course to study, the learner is asked to take
an initial test to define his/her knowledge level and then build
the learner profile. All this information is managed by the
Learner Agent who will be explained in detail below.

Fig. 2.
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design this distributed model, we used a set of autonomous
agents that are provided with behaviors (tasks and actions to be
performed) to search and design an adequate response for the
learners. This architecture is interconnected with two systems
(two platforms), namely a multi-agent platform designed with
Java and the Moodle LMS system which is designed with PHP.
To keep the communication and coordination process between
these two systems a set of web services was adopted along with
a shared database between them to facilitate access to
information and keep the system running easily [13]. Figure 3
shows the adopted multi-agent architecture for the
implementation of the proposed models to adapt LOs. This
architecture is based on intelligent agents, each agent is
characterized with a set of behaviors and roles, i.e. the way to
search for data and the way to process and adapt the results
according to the requests of other agents, without forgetting the
aspect of each agent's autonomy. These agents interact with
each other to provide customized content adapted to the
characteristics of the students' profile. In our case, each agent is
equipped with a knowledge base represented by scenarios to be
followed when the system meets the same requests.

Learner ontology.

C. Adaptation Model
The Adaptation Model aims to generate a suitable learning
path in order to enhance learning. It uses the information stored
in the Learner Model and the Content Model to provide the
appropriate recommendation. The Adaptation Model provides a
sequence of LOs according to the learning style, knowledge
level, and disabilities of the student. This approach is based on
the Q-Learning algorithm to decide which learning path to take
in order to increase the results of the learning process. As
presented in the Content Model and by choosing a learning
unit, the learner can browse through the different LOs of the
chosen learning unit. The learning unit can contain theoretical
files, examples, exercises, quizzes, diagrams, etc. The learner
can browse through these elements (by reading a theoretical
file, seeing an example, solving an exercise, taking a quiz). The
objective of our system is to choose the LOs and actions to be
done for a more enriching learning process according to the
learner profile. For this, we chose to use the Q-Learning
algorithm, which is based on states and actions. The states in
our approach are the LOs and the actions are the relations that
link them. Each action has a well-defined reward and the
algorithm will choose the path with the maximum rewards. The
recommendation task is provided by the Adaptation Agent,
who will be discussed below.
III. MULTI- AGENT SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this paper, a distributed architecture based on the multiagent approach for modeling the communication and
coordination process is proposed which allows the suggested elearning system to recommend LOs adapted to the learner's
profile according to his/her characteristics and preferences. To
www.etasr.com
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Fig. 3.

The multi-agent architecture of the proposed system.

Each agent entity will be modeled by a sequence of roles
and tasks (Figure 4) to be executed according to the needs of
our system. The coordination process is executed dynamically,
each agent can request information or data from other agents.
The meshed topology gives us the possibility to have a highly
connected architecture. This structure allows the system to
optimize the inter-agent communication process as well as to
speed up the work rate of the agents to build the best results in
a short time. The communication process between agents is
characterized by a communication protocol defined by the
development platform used. To open a communication
sequence between two agents, it is necessary to start first with
the authentication of agents to download the profile of each
entity. Then a communication channel will be reserved for the
sharing of data and actions according to a set of commands
(INFORM, REQUEST, RESPONSE). All communication
process will be saved in a database that will be linked with the
LMS database. This link intends to separate the structural
architecture of the Moodle system from our agent-oriented
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architecture (Figure 5), without forgetting that our ontological
architecture is also adapted and transformed into the basic
structure of the Moodle system to facilitate the process of
injecting and consulting data. For data synchronization between
the two databases, a set of triggers was used that are provided
by the database management system to modify the content of
each table without going through the GUI.

Fig. 4.

Role and task model of agents.
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two types of agents. The first type is instantiated once and is a
single entity that will be available to perform all the
computation and processing required meeting the agents'
requests. This approach allows us to reduce the number of
agents and to centralize the calculation process in entities that
have the roles and calculation methods, to prepare in advance
the input values that will be reused by the other agents. The
other type of agent (e.g. the Learner Agent) will be linked to
students who are searching for courses in our system. This
approach will allow us to create for each student an instance of
the Learner Agent to control his/her profile and give our system
the chance to distribute the calculation process and share the
information among the students. This mechanism will allow us
to make a decomposition of the global system with sub-systems
to better manage the life cycle of each learner.
A. Adaptation Interface Agent
The Adaptation Interface Agent manages all
communications between the interface and the system (Figure
6). This agent acts as an intermediary who communicates the
student's requests to the appropriate agents and then presents
the learning material in a suitable format for the student. For
the implementation of this agent, we opted to modify the
source code of the Moodle LMS in order to integrate our own
HOOK Manager. These elements are needed to interpret
requests from students and users of the Moodle system to adapt
it to our multi-agent system. In a multi-agent architecture, we
need to have triggers, the role of these triggers is to
inform/send a request or query to an agent to perform a task
according to the parameters injected into the query. To enable
this communication, the system will need an interface between
two different types of programming language, namely the
object-oriented PHP with which the Moodle system is
developed, and the object-oriented Java used for setting up
standalone agents. Interfacing between these agents is done
with web services. The role of these web services is to send
HTTP requests between the two platforms in order to design a
communication middleware or a communication bridge
between the two systems.

Fig. 5.
Agent-oriented conceptual model for the interactions between the
multi-agent system platform and the LMS.
Fig. 6.

IV.

ROLE AND TASK MODEL DESCRIPTION FOR E-LEARNING
SYSTEM ACTORS

The modeled architecture is based on multiple agents.
These agents are designed to communicate and exchange data
in order to provide relevant information to students, such as
adequate learning resources that match their characteristics and
preferences. The agents in this system must collaborate to carry
out the process of adapting LOs. In our architecture, there are
www.etasr.com

Communication model between the used platforms.

B. Learner Agent
In our system, each student will have his own Learning
Agent, the purpose of this multiplicity is to create a distributed
system where each student has his own preferences,
characteristics, and pedagogical orientations. As soon as a
student is logged in the LMS, an agent will be created to
encapsulate that learner's personal data. It should be noted that
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in order to have a communication channel with the other
agents, we must go through this agent. The Learner Agent is
responsible for collecting information and storing and
managing the data in the student's profile. This agent is in
periodic communication with a set of agents namely the
Adaptation Interface agent and the Control Agent. This agent is
characterized by two main roles:
• Knowledge level calculation: each student must take an
initial test for a specific course. The results of this test will
be processed to identify the student's knowledge level
according to the category "beginner", "intermediate", or
"advanced".
• Learning style calculation: the student has to take the ILS
questionnaire. This questionnaire contains 44 questions
[11]. The Learner Agent will process the answers provided
by the learner and calculate the learning style according to
the FSLSM model. The learning style will be used by our
agents to prepare the learning content according to the
characteristics and needs of the learner.
C. Control Agent
The role of the Control Agent is to manage the calculation
process of the agents and facilitate the access to information to
speed up the calculation time within the system. This agent
keeps the synchronization process between the agent-oriented
system and the Moodle platform. This agent controls the agent
life cycle. Sometimes the system can have anomalies in the
execution of the agents or an overload processing may occur in
the system, something usual when using java. So, we thought
of an automated solution that allows us to create a set of Cron
Jobs (scheduled tasks) that will be executed in the background
to empty the agent cache and to restart the agents in a blocking
state or else destroy the agent and restart it again.
D. Evaluation Agent
Each course and unit within our system is characterized by
an evaluation that helps us to position the learner in his
learning process. In our case we have three different types of
evaluation, namely initial tests, post-tests, and exams. This
agent can load the list of the assessments associated with each
course/unit to evaluate the student's knowledge level at each
stage of the learning process. This process is required in order
to evaluate the student's learning level and see if the suggested
LOs by the system have improved it.
E. Adaptation Agent
The Adaptation Agent is responsible for generating the
learning path to the learner according to the data received from
the Control Agent and the Learner Agent. The Adaptation
Agent communicates with the Content Agent to request the
LOs that correspond to the student's learning style, knowledge
level, and disabilities. Once these data are received, the
Adaptation Agent applies the Q-Learning algorithm to choose
the most beneficial learning path for the current learner. The
learning path will then be stored in the database. The process
can be repeated if the learning style or one of the adaptation
elements is modified. The Adaptation Agent records the results
of the adaptation so that it can be reused for students with
similar characteristics.
www.etasr.com
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F. Content Agent
The Content Agent is responsible for searching for LOs in
the database according to the query sent by the Adaptation
Agent. It looks for LOs that correspond to the learning styles,
knowledge level, and disabilities of the learner for a given
learning unit. For each unit we have identified a list of LOs, so
the Content Agent will launch a query to select and retrieve the
list of LOs with a filter optimized according to the learner's
profile. The hierarchical structure of the course entity facilitates
the process of searching and constituting adequate resources for
the learner. The content selected by this agent will then be
presented to the learner. This content will then be saved in the
database. If this agent will receive the same profile, he will just
consult this table to retrieve the content, thus we can reduce the
time wasted in processing requests.
G. Tracking Agent
As mentioned before, our system is a hybrid platform
consisting of two modules. A module for course management
and construction, which will be controlled by the Moodle LMS,
and another which is dedicated to the multi-agent architecture.
To keep the two modules synchronized we have designed a
synchronization mechanism to adapt the content and data
already stored in Moodle to the needs of our agents. To
perform this task, we have designed triggers at the database
level and a set of Hooks to encapsulate student HTTP requests.
The role of the Tracking Agent is to detect all new events in
our system. It will use these Hooks to filter the requests from
the students and to instantiate and trigger the appropriate
agents.
V. SIMULATION OF THE CONTENT ADAPTATION PROCESS
As the learning process is initialized in the system, each
agent goes through a series of steps that form its life cycle.
Agents must communicate with each other in order to be able
to exchange and request actions. To describe this
communication process, we have used sequence diagrams to
represent the interactions between the different agents of the
proposed system. During the first interaction with the system,
the learner is required to log in and fill in a personal
information form. The next step is to take the ILS questionnaire
to identify the learning style according to FSLSM. Once the
learner's profile is finalized, the learner can start using the
system and choose the courses and learning elements that he or
she wants to learn. At the beginning of the learning experience,
the learner must identify the course to be learned. At this stage,
the system asks the learner to take the initial test to determine
his/her knowledge level. The initial test includes various
concepts that the learner must understand. These concepts are
represented by questions from each learning unit of the selected
course with different levels of difficulty. The obtained score in
this initial test allows us to classify the student in one of the
three categories, i.e. "beginner", "intermediate", or "advanced".
After determining the knowledge level, the student can begin
the learning process by choosing the units to be learned. The
system then presents the LOs of this unit and adapts them to the
learner's profile.
Figure 7 shows the first interaction between a learner and
the system. After the authentication of the learner, the system
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will instantiate a Learner Agent to manage the profile of this
student. Then the system will propose the ILS questionnaire.
After the student completes the questionnaire, the Learner
Agent will be able to calculate the ILS score and identify the
learner's learning style according to the FSLSM model. The
identified learning style will be added to the student's profile in
the database, and will be displayed for the student. To identify
the student's knowledge level about a specific course, three
agents are used: The Interface Adaptation Agent, the Learner
Agent and the Assessment Agent. The course chosen by the
student is transmitted to the Learning Agent. This message will
be communicated to the Evaluation Agent to prepare the initial
test by choosing a set of relevant questions from the database
with different degrees of difficulty. After passing the initial
test, the Learner Agent calculates the obtained score. This
computation is carried out according to the classic method
because each question consists of an answer indexed by a key,
so when the student ticks an answer, the system will retrieve
the value of the selected answer. The final result of this test will
be used to identify the student’s knowledge level which will be
added to the learner profile to be used in learning scenarios.
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his profile and then this data can be applied and reused in other
cases if the system meets a learner who has the same
characteristics as the current student.

Fig. 8.

VI.

Sequence diagram of adaptation process.

IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLE FOR LEARNING PATH
RECOMMENDATION

In this example, we assume the case of a learner who has
the following profile: intermediate knowledge level, verbal
learning style, and a hearing impairment. The Adaptation
Agent receives this information and then communicates it to
the Content Agent to select the LOs and their relationships. As
discussed above, the LOs represent states and the relationships
between them represent actions. The Content Agent returns all
the resources that match the learner's profile. The Adaptation
Agent must choose the most beneficial path for the current
learner. In this example, the Content Agent reviews 5 learning
objects: two text files, an example, an exercise, and a final test
with the following actions: ReadFile, ReadMore,
SolveExercise, SeeExample, TakeFinalTest (Figure 9). Each
action has a reward:
• ReadFile: +50
• ReadMore: +50
• SolveExercice: +40
• SeeExample: +20
• TakeFinalTest: +30
• Previous: +10

Fig. 7.

Sequence diagram of the learner's first interaction with the system.

Figure 8 explains the adaptation process. After receiving
the parameters from the Learner and Control Agents, the
Adaptation Agent charges the Content Agent to select the LOs
according to the learning style, the knowledge level, and
disabilities of the learner and regarding a well-defined learning
unit. Once all LOs have been retrieved, they will then be
transformed to the Adaptation Agent to determine the order in
which they are displayed. Because according to the learner's
learning style, the system will reorder the LOs in a logical
order that corresponds to the learner. At the end of this step, the
Learner Agent will record the content exposed for the learner in
www.etasr.com

Fig. 9.

Example of LO list for the given student.
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TABLE II.

REWARD TABLE OF ASSUMED STATE-ACTION
COMBINATION

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
2
3
4
5

1
+50
0
0
0
0
+10

TABLE III.
0

3
0
+20
0
0
0
0

4
+40
+40
+40
+40
0
+10

3
0

0

93.8899
999588963

0

0

0

62.699999
971061
62.6999999
999999

0

0

0

1

0

2
3

5
0
+30
+30
0
+30
0

Q-TABLE FOR THE ASSUMED STATE-ACTION
COMBINATION

0

0

1
115.7229
998544553

2
0
+50
0
0
0
0

2

0
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0

4
60.9999999
99991
60.9999999
55544
0

5
0
29.99999
99997890
29.999999
9999999

60.999999
999999

0

4

0

0

0

0

0

29.99999
99999999

5

0

0

0

0

0

0
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to start with an example, the best learning path is 3-4-5 (Figure
11).
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a design for an adaptive e-learning system
based on a multi-agent approach and reinforcement learning
has been proposed. The architecture used in this system is
based on many agents, each agent taking charge of a welldefined task. The agents are all connected and they
communicate permanently to ensure the regular operation of
the system. The main functionality proposed in this system is
the recommendation of learning paths according to the learning
styles, the knowledge level, and the disabilities of the learners
using the Q-Learning algorithm. The proposed architecture
provides personalization of the learning experience and
provides LOs that match the profile and the needs of the
students. It is a distributed architecture based on autonomous
agents that constantly communicate to respond to learner
requests. The proposed system can be integrated with any
learning management system. The functionalities adopted in
this system allow it to interact and communicate with other
systems without any obstacle. This interoperability is ensured
through the use of web services as well as the ontological
representation of the data. In future work, we intend to consider
more states and actions to find the optimal learning path. This
feature can increase the complexity of the model. Deep QLearning seems to be a good solution to this issue.
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